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2
The Fourier transforming properties of simple lenses and

MONOLITHIC OR HYBRID INTEGRATED
OPTICAL INFORMATION PROCESSOR
EMPLOYING A PLURALITY OF
CONTROLLABLE OPTICAL TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS AT FRACTIONAL FOURIER
PLANES

related optical elements is Well knoWn and heavily used in a
branch of engineering knoWn as “Fourier Optics” [1 , 2] . Clas

sical Fourier Optics [1,2,3,4] alloWs for ?exible signal pro
cessing of images by (1) using lenses or other means to take
a ?rst tWo-dimensional Fourier transform of an optical Wave

front, thus creating at a particular spatial location a “Fourier
plane” Wherein the amplitude distribution of an original tWo

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

dimensional optical image becomes the tWo-dimensional
Fourier transform of itself, (2) using a translucent plate or
similar means in this location to introduce an optical transfer

This application is a continuation of US. application Ser.
No. 13/049,749, ?led Mar. 16, 2011, Whichis a continuation
of US. application Ser. No. 12/560,327, ?led on Sep. 15,
2009, now US. Pat. No. 7,911,698 entitled “PROGRAM

function operation on the optical Wavefront, and (3) using
lenses or other means to take a second Fourier transform

Which, Within possible scaling and orientation differences,
amounts to the convolution of the impulse response corre

MABLE OPTICAL PROCESSING DEVICE EMPLOYING
STACKED CONTROLLABLE PHASE-SHIFTING ELE
MENTS IN FRACTIONAL FOURIER PLANES” issued on

Mar. 22, 201 1, Which is a continuation of US. application Ser.
No. 11/929,259, ?led on Oct. 30, 2007, now US. Pat. No.
7,609,447 entitled “PROGRAMMABLE OPTICAL PRO

sponding to the optical transfer function With the original
image. In this Way images can be relatively easily and inex

pensively loWpass-?ltered (details softened) and highpass
?ltered (details enhanced) as Well as multitude of other pos
20

CESSING DEVICE EMPLOYING STACKED LIGHT
MODULATOR ELEMENTS IN FRACTIONAL FOURIER
PLANES”, Which is a continuation of US. application Ser.

No. 11/294,685, ?led Dec. 5, 2005, now US. Pat. No. 7,391,
570 entitled “PROGRAMMABLE OPTICAL PROCESS
ING DEVICE EMPLOYING MULTIPLE CONTROL
LABLE LIGHT MODULATOR ELEMENTS IN
FRACTIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM PLANES” issued
on Jun. 24, 2008, Which is a continuation of US. application

only amplitude and do not introduce varying phase relation
25

and is related to several other mathematical objects such as
the Bargmann transform [8] and the Hermite semigroup [13] .
30

As shoWn in [5], the most general form of optical properties of
lenses and other related elements [1 , 2, 3] can be transformed

FILTERING FROM POSITIVE-DEFINITE TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS” issued on Dec. 6, 2005, Which is a divisional
35

now US. Pat. No. 6,650,476 entitled “IMAGE PROCESS
ING UTILIZING NON-POSITIVE-DEFINITE TRANS
FER FUNCTIONS VIA FRACTIONAL FOURIER
TRANSFORM” issued on Nov. 18, 2003, Which claims ben

e?t of priority from US. Provisional Application Ser. Nos.
60/121 ,680 and 60/121,958, each ?led on Feb. 25, 1999. The

ships.
The Fractional Fourier transform has been independently
developed several times over the years [5, 7, 8, 9, 10,14, 15]

Ser. No. 10/656,342, ?led Sep. 4, 2003, now US. Pat. No.
6,972,905 entitled “NON-POSITIVE-DEFINITE OPTICAL

ofU.S. application Ser. No. 09/512,781 ?led Feb. 25, 2000,

sibilities. These multitudes of possibilities have, due to
properties of materials and fabrication limitations in tran
scending them, been limited to transfer functions that math
ematically are “positive-de?nite,” that is, those Which affect

into a Fractional Fourier transform representation. This fact,
too, has been apparently independently rediscovered some
years later and Worked on steadily ever since (see for example
[6]) expanding the number of optical elements and situations
covered, It is important to remark, hoWever, that the lens

modeling approach in the later long ongoing series of papers
vieW the multiplicative-constant phase term in the true farm
of the Fractional Fourier transform as a problem or annoyance
40

and usually omit it from consideration; this is odd as, for

example, it is relatively simple to take the expression for

provisional applications are incorporated in their entirety

lenses from [2] and repeat the development in [5] based on the
simpli?ed expression in [1] and exactly account for this mul

herein.

tiplicative-constant phase term.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

45

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of Invention

This invention relates to optical signal processing, and

A principal aspect of this invention is the use of Fractional
Fourier transform properties of lenses or other optical ele

more particularly to the use of fractional Fourier transform

properties of lenses With traditional non-phase-shifting opti

50 ments or environments to introduce one or mare positive

cal elements Within traditional Fourier optical signal process
ing environments to realiZe, or closely approximate, arbitrary
non-positive-de?nite transfer functions. The system and

de?nite optical transfer functions at various locations outside
the Fourier plane so as to realiZe, or closely approximate,

arbitrary non-positive-de?nite transfer functions. Speci?

method herein can be applied to conventional lens-based

optical image processing systems as Well as to systems With

55

other types of elements obeying Fractional Fourier optical
models and as Well to Widely ranging environments such as

integrated optics, optical computing systems, particle beam

used for each element, arbitrary non-positive-de?nite transfer

systems, radiation accelerators, and astronomical observation
methods.
2. Discussion of the RelatedArt
A number of references are cited herein; these are provided
in a numbered list at the end of the Detailed Description.
These references are cited as needed through the text by

60

reference number(s) enclosed in square brackets. Further, the
cited disclosure contained Within reference [1-19] is hereby

65

incorporated by reference.

cally this aspect of the invention encompasses an optical
system for realiZing optical ?ltering through the use of at least
one optical element outside the Fourier transform plane. By
choice of the number of such elements, position of such
elements, and the actual positive-de?nite transfer function

functions can be approximated by the entire system, and
designs can be straightforwardly obtained by methods of
approximation. HoWever, there are several additional aspects
to the invention relating to implementing, expanding, or uti

liZing this underlying aspect.
An intimately related aspect of the invention relates to

realiZations of the optical ?ltering effects of non-positive
de?nite optical transfer functions through the use of at least

US 8,553,329 B2
3

4

one positive-de?nite optical element outside the Fourier
transform plane. The invention thus includes cases Where
only positive-de?nite optical elements are used to realize

realiZations of optical linear signal processing With non-posi
tive de?nite transfer functions. Conventional methods for the

creation of means for introducing positive-de?nite (ampli
tude variation Without phase variation) optical transfer func

non-positive-de?nite optical transfer functions.
An additional aspect of the invention pertains to embodi
ment designs Which can be straightforwardly obtained by

tions can be readily used in fabrication and conventional
approximation methods can be used in transfer function
design. Through use of Hermite function expansions, as used
in one embodiment of the method, interaction of terms is
minimized and only a manageable number of terms need be

methods of mathematical function approximation. An exem

plary approximation method provided for in the invention
leverages Hermite function expansions of the desired transfer
function, This is advantageous in simplifying the approxima
tion problem as the orthogonal Hermite functions diagonaliZe

handled explicitly.

the Fourier transform and Fractional Fourier transform; the
result is tWo-fold:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

throughout the entire optical system the amplitude and

The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the

phase affairs of each Hermite function are completely
independent of those of the other Hermite functions
the Hermite function expansion of a desired transfer func
tion Will naturally have coef?cients that eventually tend
to Zero, meaning that to obtain an arbitrary degree of
approximation only a manageable number of Hermite
functions need be handled explicitly.
Another aspect of the invention involves the determination
of the position and/or amplitude distribution of a positive
de?nite optical element through use of the fractional Fourier
transform.
Another aspect of the invention involves the determination
of the position and/or amplitude distribution of a positive
de?nite optical element through use of Hermite function
expansions, With or Without approximations.

present invention Will become more apparent upon consider

Another aspect of the invention relates to the use of at least
one programmable light modulator as an optical element.
Another aspect of the invention relates to use of the inven

ation of the folloWing description of preferred embodiments
taken in conjunction With the accompanying draWing ?gures,
20

observation entity, capable of classical geometric optics, clas
sical Fourier optics, and fractional Fourier transform optics;
FIG. 2 shoWs a Classical Fourier Optics image processing
25

arrangement With an optical transfer function element intro
duced in the Fourier plane, using tWo lenses to realiZe the

Fourier plane;
FIG. 3 shoWs optics device 100 providing the exemplary
30

tion to perform general optical computing functions, explic
itly including those involving complex arithmetic.
Another aspect of the invention provides for realiZation of

Wherein:
FIG. 1 shoWs a general arrangement involving an image
source, lens or lens system or other equivalent, and an image

introduction of tWo additional optical transfer function ele
ments introduced outside the Fourier plane;
FIG. 4 shoWs optics device 100 of FIG. 3 implemented as
a monolithic optics device; and
FIG. 5 shoWs optics device 100 of FIG. 3 integrated With an

optics system.
35

embodiments utiliZing integrated optics, including mono

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

lithic or hybrid fabrication involving photolithography and/or

The invention is concerned With processing presented
image data, either recorded or real-time provided by an exog

beam-controlled fabrication methods.

Another aspect of the invention provides for multiple chan
nel con?gurations Which can be used, for example, in visual

40

enous system, means, or method. This image data can be

color image processing or Wide-spectrum image processing.

presented by means of an electronic display (such as an LCD

Another aspect of the invention provides for replacing one
or mote non-positive-de?nite ?lter elements in the principal

panel, CRT, LED array, or other technologies), ?lms, slides,
illuminated photographs, or the output of some exogenous

system such as an optical computer, integrated optics device,

and related aspects of the invention With one or more control

lable optical phase shift elements, most generally in array

45

etc. The presented image data Will herein be referred to as the
image source. The invention is also concerned With image
data then produced by the invention Which is presented to a
person, sensor (such as a CCD image sensor, photo-transistor

50

computer, integrated optics device, etc. The latter image pre

form.
Another aspect of the invention uses the above variation
(employing one or more controllable optical phase shift ele

ments) to synthesiZe controllable lens and lens system func
tions such as controllable Zoom and focus.

array, etc.), or some exogenous system such as an optical

[Another aspect of the invention provides for adapting the
entire mathematical, method, and apparatus framework, so
far built around the fractional Fourier transform operation and
associated Hermite basis functions, to related mathematical
transform operations associated With different basis functions

sentation receiving entity Will herein be referred to as a

observer, image observation entity, or observation entity.
FIG. 1 shoWs a general arrangement involving an image
source 101, lens or lens system or other equivalent 102, and an
55

that Would arrive from non-quadratic graded-index media and
or environments.

tional Fourier) is determined by the folloWing:

The system and method herein can be applied to conven

tional lens-based optical image processing systems as Well as
to systems With other types of elements obeying Fractional
Fourier optical models and as Well to Widely ranging envi
ronments such as integrated optics, optical computing sys

60

has signi?cant synergistic value in attaining simple loW-cost

the separation distances 111 and 112
the “focal length” parameter “f” of the lens or lens system
or other equivalent 102.

the type of image source (lit object, projection screen, etc.)

tems, particle beam systems, radiation accelerators, and
astrological observation methods.
The incorporation of the method of the invention With
classical, contemporary, and future methods of Fourier optics

image observation entity 103, capable of classical geometric
optics, classical Fourier optics, and fractional Fourier trans
form optics. The class of optics (geometric, Fourier, or frac

in so far as Whether a plane or spherical Wave is emitted.

As is Well knoWn, the cases Where the source image is a lit
65

object and Where the distances 111, Which shall be called “a”,
and 112, Which shall be called “b,” fall into the “lens-laW

relationship” determined by the focal length f:

US 8,553,329 B2
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can be obtained in other optical arrangements and With alter
nate types of elements, either of Which may obey the same
mathematical relationships. In this Way images can be rela

(1)

tively easily and inexpensively loWpass-?ltered (details soft
ened) and highpass-?ltered (details enhanced) as Well as mul
titude of other possibilities.
These multitudes of possibilities have, due to properties of
materials and fabrication limitations in transcending them in

gives the geometric optics case. In this case the observed
image 103 is a vertically and horizontally inverted version of
the original image from the source 101 scaled in siZe by a

magni?cation factor “m” given by:

the construction of the transform element 1 05, been limited to
transfer functions that mathematically are “positive-de?nite,”
i.e. those Which affect only amplitude and do not introduce

(Z)

varying phase relationships.
The apparatus and method of this invention utiliZes Frac

tional Fourier transform [5, 7, 8, 9] properties of lenses [5, 6]

The Fourier transforming properties of simple lenses and

or other means to introduce one or more positive-de?nite

related optical elements is also Well knoWn and heavily used
in a branch of engineering knoWn as “Fourier Optics” [2,3].
Classical Fourier Optics [2, 3, 4, 5] involves the use of a lens,
lens-systems, or other means to take a ?rst tWo-dimensional

Fourier transform of an optical Wavefront, thus creating at a

optical transfer functions at various locations outside the

Fourier plane to realiZe, or closely approximate, arbitrary
20

non-positive-de?nite transfer functions. The Fractional Fou
rier transform properties of lenses cause complex but predict
able phase variations to be introduced by each such located

25

out phase variation) optical linear transfer function elements.
By choice of the number of such elements, position of such
elements, and the actual positive-de?nite transfer function
used for each element, arbitrary non-positive-de?nite transfer
functions can be approximated by the entire system. This is

particular spatial location a “Fourier plane” Wherein the
amplitude distribution of an original tWo-dimensional optical
image becomes the tWo-dimensional Fourier transform of
itself. In the arrangement of FIG. 1 With a lit object serving as
the source image 101, the Fourier optics case is obtained

conventional positive-de?nite (i.e., amplitude variation With

When a:b:f. In this Way, classical Fourier Optics [2, 3, 4, 5]
alloWs for easy, inexpensive, ?exible signal processing of

noW explained in more detail beloW.

images.
FIG. 2 shoWs a Classical Fourier Optics image processing
arrangement With an optical transfer function element 103

As described in [5], for cases Where a, b, and f do not satisfy
30

tude distribution of the source image 101 as observed at the

introduced in the Fourierplane 104, using tWo lenses 102, 105

observation entity 103 experiences in general the action of a
non-integer poWer of the Fourier transform operator. As
described in [5], this poWer, Which shall be called 0t, varies

to realiZe the Fourier plane 104. The optical transfer function
element 103 is typically implemented via a translucent plate
or similar means in this location to introduce an optical trans

the lens laW of the Fourier optics condition above, the ampli

fer function operation on the optical Wavefront. The image

betWeen 0 and 2 and is determined by an Arccosine function
dependent on the lens focal length and the distances betWeen

source 101 and a ?rst lens 102 are separated by a distance 111

the lens, image source, and image observer, speci?cally as

Which, based on the focal length of the lens, creates a Fourier
plane 104 at a distance 112 on the opposite side of the ?rst lens
102. The image source 102 may be natural image (as With a

35

40

camera), produced by an optoelectric transducer, or some
other type of image source element. A second lens 105 is

2
\/ (f - aw - b)
a : 7-farccos sgn(f —a)

(3)

positioned a distance 113 from the Fourier plane on the

plane’s opposite side. The distance 113 is selected, based on
the focal length of the second lens 105, together With distance

for cases Where (f-a) and (f-b) share the same sign, There are
45

transform of the image emanating from the Fourier plane 1 04.
The observation element 106 may be natural (such as a vieW

?nder, display surface, projection screen, or other means),
optoelectric (as in a phototransistor or CCD array or other
means), or some other type of observing element.
As an aside, note that if the translucent plate is perfectly

50

additional (or alternate) optical transfer function elements,

composition of tWo Fourier transform operations; since an
55

form variable replaced With its negative, the composition of
tWo Fourier transforms amounts to reversing the image coor

dinates, i.e., ?ipping the image up for doWn and left for right,
the result expected for a compound lens. Further, the dis
tances 111, 112, 113, 114 to give these effects are not unique;
alternate distance selections result in variations in image siZe,

among a, b, and f indeed give a poWer of 2 and that the Fourier
optics condition of a:b:f give a poWer of l, as required.
Without loss of generality to other implementations, FIG. 3
shoWs the exemplary realiZation of the invention introducing

here exempli?ed as 10311 and 103b, introduced at additional

clear so as to effectively not be present, the result is the
inverse Fourier transform is a Fourier transform With its trans

other cases Which can be solved for from the more primitive

equations in [5] (at the bottom of pages ThE4-3 and ThE4-I).
Note simple substitutions shoW that the lens laW relationship

114 so that an observation element 106 receives a Fourier

(or alternate) locations, here exempli?ed as 10411 and 104b, in
a region outside the Fourier plane, here exempli?ed With
region 113. It is understood that, depending on the desired
transfer function to be realiZed With What degree of accuracy,
arbitrary numbers of optical transfer function elements such
as 10311 and 1031) could be located in any one or more ofthe

60

regions 111, 112, 113, 114, and in fact the system may include
or not include an element 103 in the Fourier plane 104.

Which amounts to varying the magni?cation poWer of a com

Designs can be straightforwardly obtained by methods of

pound lens and hence the image siZe.
Within then possible scaling and ?ipped-image orientation

approximation [11, 12].

differences, the above arrangements amount to the convolu

tion of the impulse response corresponding to the optical
transfer function With the original image. The same results

65

One embodiment of the approximation method leverages
Hermite function [1 6] expansions [17, and more recently, 181
of the desired transfer function. This is advantageous in sim

plifying the approximation problem as the orthogonal Her

US 8,553,329 B2
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mite functions diagonaliZe the Fourier transform [l7] and
Fractional Fourier transform [5, 9]; the result is tWo-fold:

(Fl the complex exponential is alWays either i, —i, l, or —1
since n is an integer and With the {an} all in the unit interval

throughout the entire optical system the amplitude and

[0,1] there is no Way to do anything With phase relationships.

phase affairs of each Hermite function are completely
independent of those of the other Hermite functions
the Hermite function expansion of a desired transfer func
tion Will naturally have coef?cients that eventually tend
to Zero, meaning that to obtain an arbitrary degree of
approximation only a manageable number of Hemite
functions need be handled explicitly.
Because of these properties it is simplest to explain the
properties of the Fractional Fourier transform on the image in
terms of the Hermite function representation. It is understood
that other methods for representing properties of the Frac

If 0t is not an integer then I10. in general is not, and thus the
complex exponential can attain other values not on the unit
circle.
Referring noW to the arrangement of FIG. 3, the above
relationship can be used in sequence to calculate the phase

contributions at each optical transfer function element 103a,
103b, etc. as Well as any element in the Fourier plane 104:
The distances betWeen the elements can be used to calcu
late the poWer of the Fractional Fourier transform at the
element location
These poWers are used to determine the phase variation

tional Fourier transform on an image as Well as for approxi

introduced by that element
The composite effect of all optical transfer function ele

mation methodology are possible.
A bounded (non-in?nite) function k(x) can be represented

ments in the system can then be calculated. The phase

as an in?nite sum of Hennite functions {hn,(x)} as:

shift introduced by N optical transfer function elements
20

m

for image expansion coef?cient fmm and optical transfer
function element expansion coe?icients tlmm . . . tNmm

(4)

With separation distances determining Fractional Fou

km = 2 mm

rier transform poWers (x1, . . . , otNis:

Since the function is bounded the coef?cients {se}ve ntu

25

ally become small and converge to Zero. An image is a tWo
dimensional entity, as is the amplitude variation of a translu
cent plate; in either case the function can be represented in a

Fl

tWo-dimensional expansion:
30

Approximation methods can then be used, based on a very

small but suf?ciently rich collection of easily implemented
optical transfer function elements and a convenient range of

km. x2) = Z Z amhm mm)

separation distances dictated by physical considerations.
A class of system embodiments of special interest provided
35

for by the invention are those Where a sequence or physically

adjacent stack of programmable light modulators, such as

For simplicity, consider the one-dimensional case. The
Fourier transform action on Hermite expansion of the func

LCD panels, are used as the optical transfer function ele
ments. Electrical and/ or computer and/or, With future mate

tion k(x) With series coef?cients {an} is given by [16]:
40

rials, optical control could then be used to alter the individual
transfer function of each optical transfer function element.
The latter arrangement could be implemented as an integrated

optics device, perhaps including storage capabilities to stor
age the transfer function pixel arrays and perhaps even an

Because of the diagonal eigenfunction structure, fractional

45

result is a poWerful, relatively loW-cost, potentially high
resolution real-time integrated optics image processor Which
Would perform optical transformations otherWise requiring

poWers of the Fourier transform operator can be obtained by

taking the fractional poWer of each eigenfunction coe?icient.
The eigenfunction coef?cients here are (—i)”. Complex
branching artifact ambiguities that arise from taking the roots
of complex numbers can be avoided through Writing —i as

50

many vast orders of magnitudes of computation poWer. Fur
ther, the image source and observation elements may in fact

be optoelectric transducers (LED arrays, LCDs, CCDs,

(7)
Thus, for a given poWer ot, the Fractional Fourier transform

CRTs, etc.) and may be further integrated into a comprehen
sive system Which can further be abstracted into a more gen

eral purpose complex-number arithmetic optical computing

of the Hermite expansion of the function k(x) With series

coef?cients {an}s given by [5]:

associated processor for computing the individual optical
transfer function element transfer function pixel arrays. The

55

array processor of tremendous processing poWer. The inven

tion provides for the range of these integrated optical proces
sor architectures to readily implemented through photoli
thography or beam-controlled fabrication methods.
60

Thus as the poWer 0t varies With separation distance (via the

Arccosine relationship depending on separation distance),
the phase angle of the nth coe?icient of the Hermite expan
sion varies according to the relationship shoWn above. When
(Fl the result is the traditional Fourier transform. The effect
of the Fourier plane on positive-de?niteness is clear: With

65

Returning to the image processing application, such an
integrated optics image processor could be realiZed for mono
chrome, visual color, or Wide-spectrum images depending on
the systems architecture and/or the components used. For
example, a visual color image processor could be realiZed by
three monochrome image processing subsystems as

described above, each monochrome image processing sub
systems dedicated to one of the three visual color components

(i.e., “red,” “green,” and “blue”) as is commonly done in
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videographics and digital image processing systems. Alter

Hermite functions will be replaced with a different set of basis

natively, color LCD panels may be used as the optical transfer

functions af?liated with the graded-index pro?le, and the
Fractional Fourier transform will be replaced by a different
operation af?liated with these replacement basis functions.

function elements, allowing a single image processing system
as described in the previous paragraph to simultaneously
process the entire visual range. Both of these system and

This approach can prove important and advantageous in mass

production as speci?c types of non-quadratic graded-index

method approaches may also be used for wide-spectrum
images: a wide-spectrum image may be decomposed into
multiple optical frequency bands which are processed sepa

media may be found to more readily lend themselves to the

rately (and potentially, though not necessarily, recombined),

cessor architectures described above, as well as related ones.

or wide-spectrum LCD optical transfer function elements can
be used in a single channel system.
It is noted that the multichannel system has the additional

Finally, returning now to the original Fractional Fourier
transform approach and framework, note that it is also pos
sible to effectively turn the original purpose of the framework

fabrication of the same general form integrated optical pro

wide-spectrum advantage of permitting different materials to
be used in each spectral band, thus allowing choices of mate

on its head and admit controllable ?ltering elements that are

indeed non-positive-de?nite in their transfer function, i.e.,
shifting the phase of the light. Such controllable optical
phase-shifting ?lter elements may be, for example, realiZed

rials each best matched for its associated band. It is also noted

that another wide-spectrum advantage of the multichannel
system is that splitting the spectrum potentially allows for

as two-dimensional arrays of twisting liquid crystals or other

approximate wavelength-dependent dispersion corrections
and/or control. Yet another wide-spectrum advantage of the
multichannel system is that splitting the spectrum potentially

electronically controllable optical material which varies the

phase of transmitted light, for example, by changing its intrin
20

sic optical properties such as its index of refraction, and/or

having potential applications in astronomical observation

changing the effective propagation length of the transmitted
light, or by yet other methodologies.

sensors and wavelength-division multiplexing. Finally, it is
noted that both dispersion compensation/control and separate

system involving this technology would involve electroni

allows for separate detector areas far each wavelength band,

detector partitions can be served with a large plurality of

One case of an optical image processing or computation
25

wavelength-partitioned channels readily implemented
through photolithography or beam-controlled fabrication of

the integrated optical processor.
Before continuing with additional aspects of these several
types of integrated apical processors, it is noted that the sys

30

will result in some or all of the arrays to lie outside the Fourier

plane, particularly if the overall optical system incorporating
this array plurality is physically compact. The mathematical

tems and methods described herein can be applied to conven

tional lens-based optical image processing systems as well as
to systems with other types of elements obeying Fractional
Fourier optical models and as well to widely ranging envi
ronments such as integrated optics, optical computing sys
tems, particle beam systems, radiation accelerators, and

cally controllable optical phase-shifting ?ltering element
arrays which can only vary the transmitted light phase over
some range, perhaps a small one. A larger phase variation is
therefore possible if a plurality of such arrays are ganged, i.e.,
either stacked together or distributed in space. In general this

framework described earlier for calculating the overall trans
35

fer function assuming positive-de?nite optical ?lter elements
can be used directly: the phase perturbations made possible
by each phase-controllable element are incorporated by sim

astronomical observation methods.
In particular it is noted that an important class of optical

ply substituting the real-valued array parameters with com

systems obeying Fractional Fourier optical models are

processing. The resulting mathematical expressions are then

graded-index optical materials (such as optical ?bers), in
particular quadratic graded-index media. It is therefore noted

plex-valued ones as is familiar in the common art of signal
40

usable for transfer function synthesis as described earlier, but
now with the additional degrees of freedom associated with

the phase control made possible by these elements.

that graded index materials can be used in the fabrication of

the integrated optical processors described above, removing

A particularly useful application of this would be to use

the need for any lenses. This allows further design options in
the creation of both monolithic and hybrid physical realiZa
tions and fabrication of the integrated optical processors
described above.
For instance, FIG. 4 shows the optics device of FIG. 3
con?gured as a monolithic device 120 providing optical ?l
tering according to various techniques disclosed herein. One
alternative is to omit image source 101 and image observation
element 106, resulting in optics device 125. If desired, as
shown in FIG. 5, optics device 100 may be implemented

only all-pass phase-variable elements in a compound optical
45

Fractional Fourier transform effects of a lens of varying focal

length andor varying separation distance from the af?liated
optics can be synthesiZed. Various compound optics arrange
50

focus and variable Zoom capabilities. The latter is a straight
55

Conventional optics rely on varying physical separation
60

focus effects, thus the electronically controlled variable
phase-shift realiZation of the invention would simply replace
one or more such moving optical elements. Particularly use

mented with graded-index materials. To realiZe the Fractional
Fourier transform and its associated Hermite function basis

ful is an arrangement where the electronically controllable

optical phase-shifting ?lter elements involve no moving
parts, thus allowing electronically controllable variable focus

and quadratic phase characteristics in the development so far,
quadratic graded-index media must be used. If instead non
quadratic graded-index media are used, a similar but different
mathematical framework can in general be employed: the

forward application of the electronically controlled variable
phase-shift aspect of the invention.
distances of movable optical elements to realiZe Zoom and

oped thus far can now be generaliZed away from the Frac
tional Fourier transform and its associated Hermite function

basis and quadratic phase characteristics. For example, the
integrated optical processor can, as just mentioned, be imple

ments can therefore be made utiliZing this electronically con

trolled synthesis of effective focal length and/ or varying sepa
ration distance. One important application would be the
creation of an electronically adjustable lens with variable

within optics system 130, thus de?ning an integrated optics
system according to an implementation of the present inven
tion.
It is next noted that the entire systems and methods devel

system set up to operate as an electronically adjustable lens.

By varying the phase-shifts of the all-pass ?lter elements, the

65

and variable Zoom capabilities to be realiZed with no moving

parts. Not only will this replace the need for today’s extensive

precision optics and precision mechanics, but the resulting
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optical effects can be made very precise and operate With fast

[15] G. B. Folland, Harmonic Analysis in Phase Space, Prin
ceton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1989.
[16] N. N. Lebedev, Special Functions and their Applica
tions, Dover, NY, 1965.
[17] N. Wiener, The Fourierlntegral and Certain ofItsAppli

dynamics. Because twisting liquid crystals today operate at
full contrast at video rates (30 HZ), variations in Zoom and
focus Would be executable in ~30 msec or less. Further, With
the addition of electronic image sources and detectors on

5

cations, (Dover Publications, Inc., NeW York, 1958) origi

either side of the controllable optical phase-shifting ?lter
element arrays, the more general purpose complex-number
optical computing array processor of tremendous processing

nally Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England,

poWer described earlier may also be fabricated With an optical

[18] S. Thangavelu, Lectures on Hermite and Laguerre

architecture similar to the electronically variable lens just

1 933.
10

Expansions, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J.,
1 993.

described. Finally, it is noted that as material methods

[19] H. M. OZaktas, D. Mendlovic, “Fractional Fourier Trans

advance, the invention provides for the variable phase ele

forms and their Optical Implementation II,” Journal ofthe
Optical Society ofAmerica, A 10, pp. 2522-2531, 1993.

ments described above to be controlled optically in part or

Whole rather than exclusively electrically.
All publications and patent applications mentioned in this
speci?cation are herein incorporated by reference to the same
extent as if each individual publication or patent application

I claim:

Was speci?cally and individually indicated to be incorporated
by reference. The invention noW being fully described, it Will

comprising:

be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many
changes and modi?cations can be made thereto Without

1. An integrated optical information processing system
a ?rst imaging optical element for receiving incoming
20

light, the ?rst imaging element having a ?rst side and a

second side, the ?rst imaging optical element con?gured
to accept the incoming light at the ?rst side and to alter

departing from its spirit or scope.

the incoming light according to a partial imaging pro
cess, and to provide a ?rst altered light from the second
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side of the ?rst imaging optical element;
a plurality of light-modulating element arrays responsive
to associated light-modulating control signals associ
ated With fractional Fourier plane transfer functions, and
adjacently stacked so that consecutive pairs of light
modulating element arrays are immediately adjacent

imaging optical element, producing an optical ?eld
directed through the stacked plurality of light-modulat
ing element arrays and subsequently directed through
the second imaging optical element to produce outgoing
light, and the outgoing light responsive to the light

modulating control signals.
2. The integrated optical information processing system of
50

claim 1 further comprising:
an electronic image sensor facing the second of the tWo

sides of the second imaging optical element and con?g
ured to receive the outgoing light;
Wherein the incoming light is directed through the ?rst
55

60

imaging optical element, producing an optical ?eld
directed through the stacked plurality of light-modulat
ing element arrays and subsequently directed through
the second imaging optical element and sensed by the
electronic image sensor, and
Wherein the image sensor transforms a processed image
into an electrical output.

3. The integrated optical information processing system of
claim 1 Wherein the optical information processing system is
implemented as a monolithic integrated optical processor.

4. The integrated optical information processing system of
claim 1 Wherein the optical information processing system is
implemented as a hybrid integrated optical processor.
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ing light, the outgoing light responsive to the light
modulating control signals.
12. The integrated optical information processing system

5. The integrated optical information processing system of
claim 1 Wherein at least one of the ?rst imaging optical

element and the second imaging optical element comprises a

of claim 11 further comprising:

lens.

6. The integrated optical information processing system of

5

an electronic image sensor operating as an optical obser

claim 1 Wherein at least one of the ?rst imaging optical

vation element facing the second side of the second

element and the second imaging optical element comprises
graded-index material.
7. The integrated optical information processing system of

Wherein an emitted optical image is directed through the
?rst optical element, producing an optical ?eld directed

optical element;
through the stacked plurality of light-modulating ele

claim 1 Wherein at least one of the incoming light-modulating
control signals comprises information calculated by an asso
ciated processor.

ment arrays and subsequently directed through the sec

ond optical element and sensed by the electronic image
sensor, and

8. The integrated optical information processing system of

Wherein the image sensor transforms a processed image

claim 1 Wherein at least one of the incoming light-modulating
control signals comprises information stored in an associated
memory.

into an electrical output.

13. The integrated optical information processing system
of claim 11 Wherein the optical information processing sys

9. The integrated optical information processing system of

tem is implemented as a monolithic integrated optical pro

claim 1 Wherein at least one of the plurality of light-modu

cessor.

lating element arrays is implemented With a liquid crystal

14. The integrated optical information processing system

display.

of claim 11 Wherein the optical information processing sys
tem is implemented as a hybrid integrated optical processor.

10. The integrated optical information processing system
of claim 1 Wherein at least one of light-modulating element

15. The integrated optical information processing system

arrays shifts a phase of light transmitted through it.

of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the ?rst imaging optical

11. An integrated optical information processing system

comprising:

25

second side, accepting incoming light at the ?rst side of
the element, altering the incoming light, and providing a
?rst altered light from the second side;
a plurality of light-modulating element arrays con?g

16. The integrated optical information processing system
of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the ?rst imaging optical
30

ured in a stack and responsive to associated incoming

lating control signals comprises information calculated by an
associated processor.
35

lating control signals comprises information stored in an

a second imaging optical element comprising a ?rst side
and a second side, the second imaging optical element

associated memory.

19. The integrated optical information processing system

arranged to receive the second altered light on one
40

of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the plurality of light
modulating element arrays is implemented With a liquid crys

tal display.
20. The integrated optical information processing system

element;
Wherein an emitted optical image is directed through the
?rst optical element, producing an optical ?eld

directed through the stacked plurality of light-modu
lating element arrays and subsequently directed
through the second optical element to produce outgo

18. The integrated optical information processing system
of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the incoming light-modu

planes; and

side of the second optical element and emitting out
going light from the second side of the second optical

element and the second imaging optical element comprises
graded-index material.
17. The integrated optical information processing system
of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the incoming light-modu

light-modulating control signals, the resulting stack
providing a second altered light, and Wherein at least
one incoming control signal is associated With trans
fer functions associated With fractional Fourier

element and the second imaging optical element comprises a
lens.

a ?rst imaging optical element having a ?rst side and a

of claim 11 Wherein at least one of the plurality of light
45

modulating element arrays shifts a phase of light transmitted

through it.

